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NMR spectra from Monte Carlo simulations of polymer dispersed liquid crystals
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We present the calculation of NMR line shapes, including dynamical effects, of polymer dispersed liquid
crystals starting from the Monte Carlo configurations simulated for a lattice spin model. We consider droplets
with radial, bipolar, and random boundary conditions and examine to what extent their predicted deuterium
NMR spectra differ in the presence of molecular motion.@S1063-651X~99!09910-9#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Gd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer dispersed liquid crystals~PDLC! @1# are materi-
als that consist of microscopic nematic droplets, with typi
radii from a few hundred Ångstro¨m to well above a micron,
embedded in a polymer matrix. These systems are interes
both for technical applications and for an understanding
the behavior of mesophases in a confined environm
PDLC droplets also represent practical realizations of s
tems exhibiting topological defects of interest in many fie
of physics@1#. Various experimental works like calorimetry
polarized light experiments, and NMR investigations ha
considered these microconfined systems with differ
boundary conditions at the droplet surface. In particular,
dial @2,3# or axial structures@3# for homeotropic surface an
choring and toroidal@4# or bipolar@2,3,5# structures for tan-
gential anchoring are commonly found, depending on
polymer matrix chosen and on the preparation methods.
ditional effects of interest come from the application of
external electric or magnetic field@2#. From the theoretica
point of view, Landau–de Gennes elastic continuum
proaches@1# and Monte Carlo~MC! simulations@6# have
been used to study PDLC in a variety of these physical s
ations. In particular, the MC technique has proved to b
powerful method not only for investigating the thermod
namical behavior of confined nematics, but also for simu
ing quantities that can be observed directly in real exp
ments. Methodologies needed to calculate powder deute
NMR line shapes and textures observable in polarized l
experiments corresponding to the microscopic configurati
found have been developed@6#. Here we wish to present
more widely applicable methodology that aims to reprodu
2H NMR spectra starting from MC configurations, takin
into account also dynamical effects such as fluctuations
molecular long axes and translational molecular diffusion
the next section we recall briefly the model used in our sim
lation, in Sec. III we describe the method proposed to ca
late the line shape, while in Sec. IV we show and discuss
results.

II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

The computer simulations considered here are based
simple model system put forward by Lebwohl and Lash
PRE 601063-651X/99/60~4!/4219~7!/$15.00
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~LL ! many years ago@7# to mimic the nematic behavior of a
nematic liquid crystal. It reproduces a weak first order tra
sition for a bulk, i.e., for a large sample with periodic boun
ary conditions@7,8#, while in a confined system with radia
or tangential boundary conditions of sufficiently small si
the phase transition is suppressed@9# in agreement with ex-
periments. The LL model is a lattice of ‘‘spins’’ where eac
‘‘spin’’ can represent either one uniaxial molecule or
closely packed cluster of molecules which maintains its sh
range order in the relatively narrow temperature range
existence of the nematic as well as across the disorde
phase transition@6#. The N particles ~spins! of the model
system interact through a pair potential of the form

Ui j 52e i j P2~cosb i j !52e i j F3

2
~ui•uj !

22
1

2G , ~1!

wheree i j is a positive constant for nearest neighbor spini
and j and zero otherwise,P2 is the second-rank Legendr
polynomial, and b i j is the angle between the three
dimensional unit vectorsui anduj located at the lattice sites

To model a PDLC droplet a jagged sphere is carved fr
the cubic lattice by considering all the molecules lying clos
thanR ~the droplet radius! to the chosen center. Further, th
interaction with the polymer is mimicked by assuming
additional layer of spins whose orientations are chosen
accordance with the desired boundary conditions@10#. Dur-
ing the last few years, some of the present authors h
studied PDLC droplets with different boundary conditio
using Monte Carlo simulations@9–11#.

In the present work we consider droplets with radial,
polar, and random boundary conditions. We perform Mo
Carlo ~MC! simulations as follows. For radial and bipola
boundary conditions the calculations at the lowest tempe
ture start from perfectly ordered~zero-temperature! configu-
rations. These are, in accordance with the given bound
conditions, a perfect hedgehog and a perfect bipolar struc
in the radial and bipolar cases, respectively. In case of r
dom boundary conditions, however, the initial particle orie
tations inside the droplet are selected randomly. At hig
temperatures the simulation starts from an already eq
brated configuration at the nearest lower temperature, w
this is available. The Metropolis procedure@12# is then used
to update the lattice for a certain number of cycles, i.e.,
sets ofN attempted moves. Each particle is selected at r
4219 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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dom for a trial move at every lattice sweep using a rand
shuffling algorithm@8#. A new trial orientation of the chose
particle is then generated by a controlled variation from
previous one@13#. We have checked that a rejection ratio n
too far from 0.5 is achieved while ensuring that an adequ
evolution is obtained. For all types of boundary conditio
the number of particles~spins! inside the droplet was set t
5832, whereas in the additional surface layer fixing
boundary conditions to 1352.

The numerical output from our Monte Carlo~MC! simu-
lation consists of full sets of ‘‘spin coordinates’’ and the
direction cosines. While these detailed data are very inter
ing to investigate the molecular organization inside drople
it is not so easy to relate them to macroscopic observab
We have then decided to calculate, starting from these
croscopic configurations, observables that can be meas
in real experiments and cover, in such a way, the gap
tween theory and experiments. In previous papers@6,14# we
have calculated2H NMR spectra from MC configurations in
the absence of motions. We have shown that these ‘‘p
der’’ spectra differ for radial, bipolar, and toroidal bounda
conditions in a way that could allow assigning the bound
condition type from an inspection of the NMR spectra.
real experiments the presence of diffusive motion result
in the modulation of the quadrupolar interaction on the NM
time scale cannot be excluded and might smear out tot
~or in part! the characteristic spectral features, making
boundary condition assignment more troublesome or a
gether impossible. In the following section we re-exam
the calculation of NMR spectra and discuss the inclusion
dynamics, while later on we shall discuss the spectral dif
ences between various boundary conditions.

III. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

Deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance (2H NMR! @2,15–
17# is a powerful experimental technique that is most f
quently applied to investigate polymer dispersed liquid cr
tals ~PDLC!. It is very convenient for the study of suc
heterogeneous systems since using deuterated nematic
resulting spectra only give direct information on the behav
of the liquid crystal confined to spherical cavities inside t
nondeuterated polymer matrix. Further, it is applicable a
for small, i.e., submicron droplets, where optical metho
fail to yield useful information because the light waveleng
is too large compared to the droplet diameter.2H NMR
spectra give an idea about the orientational molecular or
ing inside nematic droplets, that is both about director c
figurations and dynamic processes such as molecular fluc
tions and diffusion.

A 2H NMR spectrum of a selectively deuterated nema
in the bulk isotropic phase consists of a single line who
position in the spectrum is determined by the Zeeman s
ting of deuteron energy levels in the spectrometer magn
field and whose width is well below 100 Hz. Since deutero
possess a nonzero quadrupolar moment, there is an a
tional perturbative contribution to their energy levels comi
from quadrupolar interactions between them and the elec
field gradient~EFG! of the CuD bonds in nematic mol-
ecules. These anisotropic perturbative contributions are a
aged out by molecular motions in the isotropic, but not in
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nematic phase. Indeed, once in an undistorted nematic ph
the single narrow line splits into a doublet, the frequen
splitting now being typically of the order ofdnQ;100 kHz.
In general, it depends on the relative orientation of the E
tensor and the direction of the NMR spectrometer magn
field B. It is instructive to introduce motional averaging d
pending on the rate of the corresponding molecular moti
Molecular rotations~mainly around the long molecular axis!
usually occur on a time scale faster than the scale relate
the order fluctuations and molecular self-diffusion. The
fore, we assume that the effective EFG tensor averaged
molecular rotations is uniaxial, with the principal axis alon
the long molecular axisa. The quadrupolar frequency split
ting so depends only on the relative orientation of the u

vector a and B, and is given byVQ56dvQ
1
2 @3(a•B/B)2

21#, wheredvQ52pdnQ represents the maximum effec
tive splitting averaged over fast molecular rotations. In
nematic phase, however, the molecular long axesa are not
fixed and fluctuate around an average value, denoted b
unit vectorn called the director. An average over these flu
tuations can be easily performed only if they are also ra
enough on the NMR time scale, which results in an ad
tional reduction of the quadrupolar splitting. Neglecting b
axiality in molecular ordering, this effective splitting can b
written as~see, for instance, Refs.@1,18,19#!

vQ56dvQSF3 cos2u21

2 G , ~2!

where S is the usual uniaxial nematic order parameter d

fined by the ensemble averageS5^ 1
2 @3(n•a)221#&, andu

is the angle between the local directorn and the magnetic
field B. Alternatively, the order parameterS can be calcu-
lated also as the largest eigenvalue of the ordering ma
@20#.

In confined nematics, e.g., in PDLC, the director is po
tion dependent,n5n(r ) reflecting boundary conditions im
posed by the polymer matrix. Moreover, in the vicinity of th
confining substrates the value of the order parameterS de-
scribing the degree of molecular ordering may differ from
value in the bulk, which results inS5S(r ). Consequently,
the corresponding contributions to the2H NMR line splitting
vQ(r ) depend onr as well. Since the NMR spectrum corre
sponds to the overall response of all molecules present in
sample, each of the director configurationsn(r ) appearing
inside the droplet yields a specific contribution. The iden
fication of these director configurations can, however,
very problematic since molecular self diffusion affects t
2H NMR line shape significantly. Only in the absence
significant molecular diffusion the spectra can be calcula
simply as a superimposition of individual molecular sta
lines of Lorentzian shape from all over the sample, the
lines being positioned into the spectrum according ton(r )
andS(r ) used in Eq.~2! ~see Ref.@14#!.

In this paper we wish to extend the analysis to inclu
also dynamic effects, such as fluctuations of molecular lo
axesa ~defining the order parameterS and the directorn)
and the translational molecular diffusion. For this purpose
is convenient to use a semiclassical approach with the ti
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PRE 60 4221NMR SPECTRA FROM MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS . . .
dependent spin Hamiltonian@19# where the2H NMR line
shapeI (v) is calculated as the Fourier transform of the
laxation functionG(t),

I ~v!5E exp~ ivt !G~ t !dt, ~3!

whereG(t) is generated as

G~ t !5exp~ ivZt !K expS i E
0

t

VQ@r i~ t8!,t8#dt8D L
i

, ~4!

with VQ@r i(t),t#56dvQ
1
2 @3(ai•B/B)221#, the ‘‘instanta-

neous’’ quadrupolar splitting@not to be confused withvQ
from Eq. ~2!, where an average over fluctuations ofai has
already been performed#. Further, in Eq.~4! vZ denotes the
Zeeman frequency, while the brackets^ . . . & i stand for the
ensemble average over all molecules in the sample. The r
nance frequency of thei th molecule located atr i is given by
vZ1VQ@r i(t),t# and depends on time~t! via ai
5ai@r i(t),t#, i.e., the instantaneous orientation of the m
lecular long axis.

Neglecting for a moment translational diffusion, the coo
dinates of a given moleculer i can be taken as fixed an
time-independent during the NMR experiment. The long m
lecular axisai , however, still fluctuates around the local a
erage, i.e., the directorn(r i), and thus still depends ont.
Hence, we haveai5ai(r i ,t) and, consequently,VQ
5VQ(r i ,t): the time dependence inVQ is caused by the
fluctuations ofai only, while the averageai remains fixed.
Further, we have assumed a secular spin Hamiltonian
excludes spin flips as the orientation varies. To simulate s
a dynamics we calculate spectra using the data from 1
successive Monte Carlo simulation steps. The character
time scale for orientational fluctuationstF in a typical liquid
crystal is of the order of;1028 s @21#. The dynamics of
Monte Carlo simulations is determined by the arbitrary m
lecular evolution process chosen~in contrast to molecular
dynamics simulations!, and hence the time scale assigned
fluctuations generated by this technique does not necess
have to match with the natural time scale indicated abo
However, the update process we have adopted here m
one molecule at a time for a certain angular step and is
a plausible physical evolution process. In this sense, we
map the MC dynamics onto a plausible real one apart fr
an arbitrary time unit.

Including now the translational diffusion as well, molec
lar coordinates change during the NMR experiment, i.e.r i
5r i(t). Thereby the averageai for a given molecule change
with time sincen5n(r i), and therefore the instantaneousai
depends ont also indirectly throughr i5r i(t). In this case we
can now write ai5ai@r i(t),t# and VQ5VQ@r i(t),t#. The
typical time scale for a diffusion yielding a displacement f
one molecular length (;1 nm), tD , is, like tF , also of the
order of;1028 s @21#. It is, however, more relevant to know
the timetD8 needed for a molecular diffusion to yield a di
placement over which the average molecular orientation@i.e.,
the director fieldn(r )] changes considerably. This distan
obviously varies with the system size, i.e., the droplet rad
R, so the relevant diffusion timetD8 can become much large
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than tD . In other words, in smaller droplets effects of tran
lational diffusion can be much more important than in larg
ones.

In order to estimate how dynamic processes influence
spectra, it is necessary to compare their characteristic t
scales to the characteristic NMR time scalet0'2p/dvQ ,
which, for the deuterium quadrupolar splitting in the nema
phase, is of the order of;1025 s. If the molecular motion is
sufficiently slow on the NMR time scalet0, the spectra can
be calculated asI (v)5^d@v2vZ6uvQ(r i)u#& i @2#, i.e., it is
possible to use the static approach used in Refs.@6,14#. If, at
the other extreme, the motion is very fast on thet0 scale, the
spectrum is completely motionally averaged and now c
sists of a sharp doubletI (v)5d@v2vZ6u^vQ(r i)& i u#
whose peaks are positioned at average frequen
6u^vQ(r i)& i u @2#.

Here we would like to calculate systematically the NM
spectra for different director configurations in nematic dro
lets, proceeding from the static limit to the limit of com
pletely motionally averaged spectra, in order to find out
which extent diffusive processes smear the spectra and
make the identification of director configurations impossib
To see this effect, a number of simplifying assumptions,
scribed later, has to be invoked. Note also that in Eq.~1! we
have assumed no coupling between the spectrometer m
netic fieldB and the molecular orientation. Indeed, in micr
confined liquid crystals the aligning effects of a magne
field can be ignored if the magnetic coherence lengthj
}1/B @22# is much larger than the characteristic dimensi
of the confined system, i.e., if the magnetic field is we
enough that it cannot overwhelm the aligning effects of
confining walls. In our case, the conditionj@R (R denoting
the droplet radius! must be fulfilled to justify omitting the
molecular coupling with the spectrometer field.

IV. RESULTS

A. Molecular fluctuations

Let us first consider spectra in absence of translatio
diffusion, or, equivalently, spectra of large enough nema
droplets~with R@A6Dt0) in which this kind of molecular
motion can be considered as rather unimportant. The o
relevant molecular dynamics is now caused by fluctuati
of long molecular axesa around the directorn. In order to
obtain a spectrum with a sufficient resolution, it is necess
to simulate a relaxation signalG(t) that is long enough, i.e.
lasting for several NMR cycles of durationt0 each. Compar-
ing the time scales of molecular fluctuations and NMR, i.
tF and t0, it is evident that there should be about 103 mo-
lecular fluctuations per NMR cycle. This relation betweent0
andtF does not allow us to generate a sufficiently longG(t),
as, for technical reasons, we only have the data for 1
successive MC spin configurations available. Therefore, g
erating G(t) we decided to update the spin configurati
from the MC data less frequently than required by the natu
time scaletF in order to cover a long enough period in tim
This approximation is not of essential importance given
already mentioned arbitrariness in the Monte Carlo ti
scale.

In the case without diffusion we decided to update s
configurations inside the nematic droplet eight times
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NMR cycle, this being much less than the natural scale gi
above. This enabled us then to generate aG(t) signal whose
length is 128t0, yielding spectra with a resolution of 25
points in the relevant~nonzero! part of the spectrum. It is
possible to check whether this frequency of configurat
sampling is sufficient or not by comparing the order para
eterSdeduced from the NMR spectra and from the MC d
themselves. Further, the resulting spectra show so
‘‘noise’’ because the number of spins inside the droplet
still relatively small. To smoothen these spectra, a convo
tion with a Gaussian kernel of width 0.04dvQ has been per-
formed. For dvQ;2p3100 kHz this width equals;2p
34000 Hz, which is well above the natural line width, typ
cally given by;2p3100 Hz. Note that neither the width o
the kernel nor its shape~Gaussian instead of Lorentzian!
match with the features of natural single-spin NMR lines a
that the purpose of performing such a convolution w
merely to smoothen the spectra and not to simulate the n
ral linewidth.

In the following we are going to consider nematic dro
lets with three different types of boundary conditions: rad
~RBC!, bipolar ~BBC!, and random~RND!. The RBC are
obtained when the spins in the outermost layer of the sam
representing the polymer matrix~ghost spins! are oriented
normal to the local surface. In case of BBC the ghost sp
are fixed tangentially to this surface and in planes contain
the z axis. Finally, random boundary conditions are sim
lated by a random orientational distribution of the gho
spins. In all cases the orientation of these spins remains fi
during the simulation.

According to Eq.~2!, the full width of a doublet in the
spectrum equals 2dvQS. In the perfectly aligned nemati
phase withS51 the spectrum width amounts to 2dvQ , but
as soon as dynamic effects are taken into account, the s
trum is narrowed, and molecular fluctuations effective
yield S,1. The spectrum of, e.g., the RBC droplet, in whi
molecular orientations are distributed isotropically over
whole solid angle, is equivalent to the Pake-type pow
spectrum@19# consisting of two asymmetric peaks position
at vZ6 1

2 vQS ~see the top curve in Fig. 1!. Therefore, it is
possible to deduce the value ofS from the actual position of
these peaks: in our caseS'0.7260.02. To check this resul
we have calculatedS also directly from the MC data by
diagonalizing the time averaged ordering matrix for each
the spins and averaging the largest eigenvalues obtaine
this way over the whole droplet. Such a calculation giveS
'0.73. This rather good agreement also indicates that e
sampling MC structures rather infrequently~i.e., only eight
times per NMR cycle! in order to generate a longerG(t) still
reproduces the effect of molecular fluctuations sufficien
well.

The spectrum of the BBC droplet in the no-diffusion lim
differs considerably from that of the RBC droplet. If th
NMR magnetic fieldB is applied along thez axis ~i.e., the
symmetry axis of the droplet!, it still has two asymmetric
peaks, which, however, are now located atvZ6vQS. This
reveals that indeed most of the molecules are aligned par
to B ~see the top curve in Fig. 2!. EvaluatingS from the peak
positionsS'0.7460.02 is obtained, while calculatingS di-
rectly from the MC data yieldsS'0.76. Again the agree
ment of the two estimates is good. In general, bipolar sy
n
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FIG. 1. 2H NMR spectra of the radial droplet for different va
ues of the diffusion parameterD: D50 corresponds to the no
diffusion limit, while D532 corresponds to the fast diffusion limi
The Pake-type powder spectrum obtained forD50 collapses into a
single line centered at zero quadrupolar splitting forD532. All
spectra have been normalized so as to obtain the same peak h

FIG. 2. 2H NMR spectra of the bipolar droplet for differen
values ofD. The spectrometer magnetic field is aligned along
bipolar symmetry axis, which results in a spectrum consisting
two lines both in absence of diffusion (D50) and in the fast dif-
fusion limit (D532).
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PRE 60 4223NMR SPECTRA FROM MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS . . .
metry axes in droplets of a PDLC sample can have arbitr
spatial orientations. Summing up contributions originati
from droplets all over the sample then yields a spectr
similar to the Pake-type powder spectrum@15#. If, however,
the process of nematic droplet formation in a polymer ma
is occurring in a sufficiently strong external magnetic fie
the bipolar droplet axes align along the field direction. T
frozen-in alignment can be retained also after the field
been switched off@2#, which then corresponds to the ca
considered here. We further assume the magnetic field o
NMR spectrometer to be directed along the droplet axes

The spectrum of the nematic confined to a droplet w
random boundary conditions does not show any sharp p
when, again, the spectrometer fieldB is applied alongz, i.e.,
thez axis ~Fig. 3, top curve!. There are just two broad peak
centered at;vZ60.1dvQ . The direct calculation ofS from
MC data yields 0.67, which indicates that by coincidence
angle betweenB and the director in a large part of the dropl
must be close to the ‘‘magic’’ angle giving rise to zero~or at
least very small! quadrupolar splitting. Rotating the samp
with respect toB and calculating the corresponding spec
indeed reveals the existence of some net molecular al
ment in the droplet core. This ordered structure is due to
fact that the ordering effect of the Lebwohl-Lasher poten
overcomes the disordering effect induced by the rand
boundary conditions at the droplet surface. However, the
rection of alignment in the ordered core is arbitrary and
pends on the random orientations at the border surface
on the starting configuration. During the Monte Carlo evo
tion the core can change its alignment, although this reor
tation should be very slow at the low temperatures at wh
we have performed our simulations. For all these reas
note that the spectra given in Fig. 3 are not unique. Nam
choosing, e.g., a different MC starting configuration cou
result in quite a different spectrum, not necessarily consis
of a single line like the spectra shown in Fig. 3.

The existence of this ordered core is confirmed also
calculating the average nematic director^n& directly from the
MC data. In thexyz reference frame it is given bŷn&
'(0.205,0.722,0.660). SettingBuu^n&, the spectrum shows

FIG. 3. 2H NMR spectra of the droplet with random bounda
conditions and with the spectrometer field directed along thez axis.
The molecular alignment at the ‘‘magic’’ angle with respect toz
gives rise to a very small (D50), or even zero splitting (D532).
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two lines~Fig. 4, top curve!, positioned approximately at th
maximum splitting;dvQS. Deducing the value ofS from
the position of these two lines now yields 0.6760.02, which
is again in a very good agreement with the MC data. Sinc
a droplet with random boundary conditions a substra
induced net easy axis does not exist, the average molec
direction ^n& in the core of the droplet will be completel
arbitrary. In our simulation the droplet is already larg
enough~5832 spins! to allow the presence of an ordere
nematic core in the bulk, while closer to the droplet wall t
degree of ordering is lower, due to the disordering effect
the confining substrate. Performing the same type of sim
tions for a droplet of smaller size~1476 spins! still shows
similar core ordering effects which, however, are somew
weaker since now the fraction of molecules disordered by
surface is higher than in the previous case.

B. Translational diffusion

In addition to fluctuations of the long molecular axes w
would now like to include also translational molecular diff
sion into the analysis. Let us consider, for simplicity, t
case in which the diffusion is characterized by a single m
tional constant~the diffusion tensor is isotropic!, i.e., the
probability for a molecular diffusion does not depend on t
local orientation of the director. In a bulk unconstrain
nematic phase the diffusion anisotropy can be typically up
D uu /D''2, with D uu being measured along the director a
D' perpendicular to it@2,22#. Our tests indicate, however
that the inclusion of anisotropic diffusive processes into
simulation alters the spectra only negligibly.

Translational diffusion has been simulated by a sim
random process in which the spins representing one or m
nematic molecules jump between lattice sites. In each si

FIG. 4. 2H NMR spectra of the droplet with random bounda
conditions and with the spectrometer field directed along the a
age director̂ n& calculated from the MC data. The two peaks in t
spectrum occur at nonzero splitting both forD50 and forD532.
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lation step each of the spins is allowed to move to its nea
neighbor site with equal probability in the present isotro
case, while in the anisotropic case this probability has to
biased so as to increase the diffusion probability along
director @2#. After the diffusion jump has been performe
the spin acquires a new orientation, whose average~i.e., the
local director! in a distorted sample is different from th
average calculated at the old coordinates. CalculatingG(t)
we have, like in the diffusionless case, updated the spin c
figuration inside the droplet from the MC data eight tim
per NMR cycle. Now additional diffusion steps have be
added in between these structural updates, with their num
D ranging from 1 to 32. In this last case the spectra
completely motionally averaged due to diffusion effec
since for D532 each of the spins exhibits a total of 25
jumps within the duration of one NMR cycle, this alread
corresponding to the fast diffusion limit withtD8 !t0.

We start by considering the case of radial boundary c
ditions. Figure 1 shows a sequence of RBC droplet spec
ranging from the no-diffusion limit (D50) to the fast diffu-
sion limit (D532). In general, for any type of boundar
conditions the fast diffusion spectrum consists of two lin
centered atvZ6^vQ& i , where the average frequency

given by^vQ& i5dvQS^ 1
2 @3 cos2u(r i)21#& i . If the diffusion

is fast enough so that molecules diffuse through a la
enough portion of the droplet, in the radial configurati
where^vQ& i50 holds, the two lines should coalesce into
central line~zero quadrupolar splitting!. Inspecting the simu-
lated spectra~the sequence in Fig. 1!, it is evident that this
indeed happens. It is possible to deduce the value of^vQ& i

also directly from the MC data, yieldinĝvQ& i'0.03dvQ .
Repeating the same analysis for the bipolar droplet,

observe that the two lines in the spectrum do not merge
a single line as we have just observed for the radial dro
when moving from the slow into the fast diffusion regim
~Fig. 2!. This happens because now we are dealing with
ensemble of molecules whose orientational distribution
spatially anisotropic. Hence,^vQ& iÞ0 should be expected
unless~by coincidence! the relative orientation between th
NMR spectrometer magnetic field and the majority of sp
within the droplet yieldsvQ;0 already in itself. This is,
however, not the case for the spectra shown in Fig. 2: h
^vQ& i5(0.6160.02)dvQ from the peak positions an
0.59dvQ from the MC data. On the contrary,vQ;0 hap-
pens when considering the droplet with random bound
conditions if the NMR magnetic field is applied alongz. As
a consequence, the spectrum is then averaged into a s
line centered at̂vQ& i50 ~see Fig. 3, bottom curve! although
there is net molecular alignment in the droplet core, as
ready pointed out in the previous subsection~MC data here
yield ^vQ& i'0.09dvQ). Also in the fast diffusion limit this
alignment can be explored by imposing a spectrometer m
netic field B oriented along directions other than thez axis
~e.g., alongx andy axes, or alonĝn&), resulting in spectra
that consist of two lines~for Buu^n& see Fig. 4!. The agree-
ment of the line positions and the MC data is still rath
good: forBuux ^vQ& i'(0.2460.02)dvQ ~peak position! ver-
sus ^vQ& i'0.25dvQ ~MC data!, for Buuy ^vQ& i'(0.175
60.02)dvQ ~peak! versus;0.16dvQ ~MC!, and, finally, for
st
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Buu^n& ^vQ& i'(0.5860.02)dvQ ~peak! versus;0.59dvQ

~MC!.
As indicated before, diffusive processes are expected

be more important in small droplets than in large on
Therefore, it is convenient to express the limit between
slow and fast diffusion regimes in terms of the droplet si
keeping the value of the diffusion constant fixed~e.g., toD
'10210 m2/s). This can be done since the spins used
modeling the nematic can be interpreted also as close pa
clusters of several~up to ;100) molecules@6#. Putting the
droplet radiusR as an estimate for the characteristic leng
over whichn(r ) changes considerably andtD8 't0'1025 s
give R5A6Dt0'75 nm. Hence, for these particular valu
of D and t0 in droplets withR@75 nm diffusive effects can
be neglected while in those withR&75 nm this cannot be
done.

Lining up spectra for the three different types of bounda
conditions and comparing them shows that in the slow d
fusion limit it is always possible to identify the radial stru
ture because of its characteristic Pake-type form of the sp
trum, which does not depend on the direction of t
spectrometer magnetic field. The spectra of the bipolar
the random droplets, on the other hand, depend significa
on the magnetic field direction since the corresponding
rector configurations are anisotropic due to the bulk net m
lecular alignment. Consequently, the spectra of the two dr
lets are similar and difficult to distinguish. All thes
conclusions hold also in the fast diffusion regime, except t
the Pake-type spectrum of the radial droplet collapses in
single line at zero splitting, again regardless of the magn
field direction. The diffusion-averaged spectra of the oth
two structures show two peaks at nonzero splitting, unle
again, the majority of the spins is lying at a ‘‘magic’’ ang
with respect to the spectrometer field direction.

V. CONCLUSION

In the present analysis we have calculated2H NMR spec-
tra of polymer-dispersed liquid crystals~PDLC! in order to
investigate orientational molecular ordering and dynam
within nematic droplets. The input data for the calculation
the NMR spectra were provided from Monte Carlo simu
tions, where the nematic droplet was modeled using
Lebwohl-Lasher lattice model. In this approach dynamic
fects such as fluctuations of molecular long axes and eff
of translational diffusion can easily be included. Therefo
we could focus on establishing a relation between the
namical processes within nematic droplets and the resul
NMR spectra. The polymer matrix confining the drople
was chosen to impose three different types of boundary c
ditions: radial, bipolar, and random, which can be enco
tered also in a real experimental setup.

Our results indicate that, as predicted, molecular fluct
tions lead to a narrowing of the NMR spectrum, while
shape remains similar to that obtained in the static ca
From this narrowing it is possible to deduce the value ofS,
the order parameter, which turns out to be in an excell
agreement with the value deduced directly from the Mo
Carlo data. Further, molecular diffusive motions result in
averaged spectrum, which in the fast diffusion limit consi
of one or two rather narrow lines, depending on the type
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boundary conditions. Once the direction of the NMR ma
netic field has been fixed, it is also possible to predict
position of these lines from the Monte Carlo data, and ag
the agreement with the actual spectra is fairly good.

Moreover, the shape of NMR spectra depends on the t
of the boundary conditions considered, and, in general,
the relative orientation of the NMR magnetic field and t
director structure occurring in the droplet. According to o
results it is always possible to recognize the signature of
radial droplet, while it is almost impossible to distinguis
between those of the bipolar and random ones. In fact,
NMR spectra reveal net molecular alignment also in the c
of the random droplet, and hence the director field is roug
t,
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similar to that in the bipolar one, which, in turn, results
similar NMR spectra.
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